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About This Content

Toposim Mexico for FSX: Steam Edition provides LOD12 / 10m Multi-LOD terrain mesh for the whole of Mexico, improving
the accuracy of the default terrain mesh and offering a marked improvement to the landscape profile.

VFR flying over Mexico has never been more realistic with lakes, mountains and ground undulations all where they should be.

Please note this pack corrects the default terrain mesh and does not include any textures.
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Damn straight! Talk about hell on earth - a Wasteland stinking of burning rubber and toxic smog, where the average lifespan is
shorter than the time it takes to beg for water.

Interesting, as short as the time dedicatedd to this game?
PROS
+ interesting idea
+ comic cutscenes
+ TPS and FPS mode
+ arcade-style funny shooting

CONS
- terrible problems with resolution
- game freezing in different moments
- Wasteland ok, but too poor maps
- boring story building (day, night, boss, bonus, day, nigh...)
- specific car control

Subjective rate: D (if you like on/off game after one finished map). Hated Sweden on DR1 due to the way it handled, now in
DR2 it's so much more accurate and you actually push your car to the limits without the fear of it slipping way too much.. Great
game. Seriously tons of fun that harken to the days of old. Just blow up bugs and aliens in all manner of cool ways.

Also a rage simulator if you hate useless and stupid people. Solo play makes using certain classes harder, and gets boring after a
while. However if you join any multiplayer lobby you will quickly find most people are TOO DAMN USELESS to set their
lobbies as PRIVATE
"OH THERES A NEW PERSON"
"YOU HAVE BEEN REMOVED FROM LOBBY"

It's a sad affair to say the least. If you intend on playing expect to play offline by yourself unless you have friends.. This is why I
can not stand Early Access Games. This was my first (and hopefully last) Early Access game. I bought this game on the first day
it came out, I think, and this game is just as dead as it was the week it was released. There have been changes to the game,
including an added leader board, but a lot of things essentially look the same. And the servers are either just as non-existent or
inaccessible as they were months ago, which was the last time I played this game. So my only option is "quick play" with CPU
(which isn't the reason why I bought this in the first place), and after many attempts, that hasn't even worked. It says, "Could not
find suitable server to connect to." Despite this game and Battlerite having a very similar graphic style and look, what
distinguishes the two games isn't only that the latter is a MOBA game while this one a combat one, but also that the latter
(Battlerite) is actually successful. $12 down the drain.. Very glitchy.. Super cute little simulation / deck-building / grow game. I
really enjoy the tight game loop of watching your little people struggle, succeed, fail, and achieve greatness over and over.
Highly recommended!. it's a cool game, mxing driving and action ! The Gameplay is really good, like an old school
carmaggedon (without pedestrians ... sad haha) but the game have aspecific post apocalyptic ambiant and it's fun ! Between this
one and last Carmaggedon Max Damage I'll recommand this one definitely !. Top notch VN.

10/10 Voice Acting, 9/10 Plot, 8/10 Pacing, 9/10 Twist, 10/10 Graphics.

Pros:
>> Godly VA, and damn that plot, not just that plot ( ͡° ͜ʖ ͡°), but well you know, story plot; Graphics are really good.
>> Not perfect but hey, must buy.

Cons:
>> Pretty Expensive for a pretty short game, you can probably finish the game in like 12 hrs or something if you want too.

>> FANTASTIC VN OVERALL
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PS: Wish they would tl the sequel too.. Cool game, just wish it had more levels.
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best game of my childhood , i dont know why there is something in this game i like thats linked to my soul . is it the soundtracks
. is it guns . or are they my ancestors?. I really wanted to give this game a chance, and then I missed the refunding time by a
minute or so :/

the thing(s) that led me to this negative review:

 pros 

 cool idea

 has a lot of references to other stuff

  cons 

 bad grammar; huge turn off

 repetitive (inevitable, I know, but could be improved possibly)

also, the humor failed to make me laugh more often than it did sadly, but that's got nothing to do with the quality of the game.....
I had my doubts but this is a really neat little plane, autopilot not needed. Suprised this game is still in EA, however it is
beautifully built upon the similar concept of the first Train Valley and adds new flair that makes it fresh. The graphics are a
little better and there are added complexities that keep you on your toes trying to keep up.

Loved Train Valley? You will probably like Train Valley 2.

For those of us who played through contless times on the first game, it's a nice and welcome change.. Better then fortnite,
10/10.. Fun to screw around in when a game is downloading.
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